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POSITION PAPER 

Wrapped in Meaning: Modest Fashion as Feminist Strategy 
Tiina Rosenberg 

What a difference a scarf makes! Draped over your neck it is just a scarf, but wrapped around your 
head it is transformed to a performative sign of a Muslim woman, a hyper-visible piece of fabric that 
both protects and signals “Here I am.” A visible Muslim presence in the West is often interpreted as 
a security threat or a sign of extremism. As a result, the public affect connected with the headscarf is 
three-fold: first, it is “too” visible; second, it is worn exclusively by women; and third, it manifests 
aconfluence of religion and culture that has become highly politicized in the West. 

However, times are changing. The following essay looks at a number of coming-out- 
performances of the hijab in the West, correlating these “firsts” to positive representations of 
Muslim women and to democratic inclusion. Fashion historian Shehnaz Suterwalla suggests that 
there has been “a seismic acceptance” of the hijab when Muslim women use it to make 
a statement: “They deliberately want to be very visible and I think that’s an interesting sign of 
the times” (NN, 2019, p. 130). In this perspective, hijab can be regarded as a performance 
executed through public representation. Performance studies scholar Diana Taylor analyses 
performance for what it does in addition to what it allows us to see in terms of power dynamics 
in society (2016, p. 6). 

Using the “firsts” and the work of the Swedish designers Iman Aldebe and Faduma Aden as 
examples, this essay argues that in adopting modest fashion as feminist strategy of conspicuous 
visibility and a means of pushing back against sexism and racism in the West, they have made 
a major contribution to create space for Muslim women and started conversations relevant to 
Muslim women’s lives. The concept of modest fashion embraces many different styles, and as its 
name suggests, it refers to clothing that conceals rather than delineates the contours of the human 
body (Lewis, 2013, 2015; Moors & Tarlo, 2013; Suterwalla, 2016). 

This essay also argues that it is through representation that societal subjects are created and 
they do not exist without visibility. As Stuart Hall (1997) has pointed out, representation is the 
production of meaning through language referring to either the real world of objects, people or 
events, or to imaginary worlds of fictional objects, people, and events. Nevertheless, representation 
and performance are not synonymous. Representation needs to be performed, i.e. embodied, in 
order to make sense. 

Performing faith 
One of the challenges of using a performance studies perspective in the political context of 
faith and modest fashion is the contested relationship between theatricality and performativity: 
When is a hijab “just theatre,” and when does it become “truly performative” so that it results 
in real change? “Performance,” Diana Taylor writes, “is a wide-ranging and difficult practice to 
define and holds many, at times conflicting, meanings and possibilities” (2016,p.6).According 
to Taylor, performance is not limited to mimetic repetition. It includes the possibility of 
change, critique, and creativity within frameworks of repetition (2016, p. 15). Although 
performance and performativity are not synonymous (performance is the site in which 
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performativity materializes), they depend on each other. Like representation, performative acts 
need to be performed in order to make sense, and this also applies to hijabs and other visual 
signs of cultural or religious belonging. The politics of visibility depend, in the language of 
semiotics, on the power of the sign. 

Anthropologist Degla Salim states that regardless of how “overcharged” the hijab seems to be 
for Europe, it is only a piece of cloth that receives meaning when put in a social context (2013, 
p. 209). However, that piece of cloth is linked to discrimination, raising the question: Where does 
that negative affect come from? One possibility is that fashion and faith have long been seen as 
incompatible. While fashion is regarded as displaying the most contemporary visual ideas in the 
West, Islam is understood as its conservative opposite from the East (Salim, 2013, p. 212). 
Anthropologists Annelies Moors and Emma Tarlo point out that religion conventionally has 
been studied in terms of doctrine and institutions, and more recently, especially in the case of 
Islam, as a socio-political movement and threat to secularism (2013, p. 3). They state that Muslim 
“dress practices are also perceived as a threat to multiculturalism and to Euro-American norms 
and values which are often spoken of as if they are fixed and shared. Such arguments have been 
used to support bans and restrictions on Islamic dress practices in the name of modernity, 
secularism or women’s emancipation” (2013, p. 1). 

However, as historian Joan Scott (2007, 2017) observes, secularism has in recent decades gained 
a new, often highly propagandist, meaning as the explicit alternative to Islam, not to religion in 
general. Secularism, in this view, represents freedom and gender equality whereas Islam continues 
to stand for oppression. Scott also points out that today’s secularism is largely focused on women, 
especially Muslim women. She argues that although the West has claimed gender equality as a key 
feature of secularism, women’s rights were never conceived as part of it. We need, Moors and 
Taylor argue, to focus on modest fashion and the everyday corporeal practices of Muslim women 
from a different vantage point. If religion is, in essence, a matter of inner faith, then external 
matters like dress codes should be seen as marginal phenomena (2013, p. 3). Nevertheless, clothes 
do matter, especially now that visible minorities are openly challenged by political developments 
in Europe. It is therefore important to highlight positive representation of Muslim women that for 
many may seem commonplace and not very political. 

Performing the “firsts” 
While European and US politicians draft new laws to restrict human rights for Muslims, 
a younger generation of Muslim women is making history in politics, fashion design, and on 
the catwalk. In November 2018, the first two hijab-wearing Muslim women, democrats Ilhan 
Omar from Minnesota and Rashida Tlaib from Michigan, were elected to the US House of 
Representatives. In September that same year another hijab-wearing woman, Leile Ali Elmi 
from Gothenburg, was voted into the Swedish parliament. Yet another example is Halima Aden 
who in November 2016, wore a burkini and hijab during the Miss Minnesota USA beauty 
pageant. The trailblazing 19-year-old was the first hijab-wearing Muslim woman in the contest 
and the first to wear a burkini during the semi-final swimsuit round. Although she did not win the 
contest, she told the media she hoped her participation helped combat misconceptions about 
Islam (John, 2016). 

Aden also became the first hijab-wearing woman to be signed by IMG models. She made her 
catwalk debut for Kanye West’s autumn/winter 2017 Yeezy collection. Earlier that year she was 
the star of the Milan Fashion Week when she walked for Alberta Ferretti and MaxMara as 
a representative of the mainstream fashion industry. Aden has stated that “as Muslims, we need 
more positive stories, period,” adding that one must not necessarily be a Muslim in order to have 
alternatives. Aden has also been on the July 2017 cover of Allure magazine under the banner: 
“Meet Halima. Muslim. Model. Destroyer of Stereotypes.” Aden appeared again wearing a bright 
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red hoodie and a hijab in Nike’s 2017 launch of the company’s pro-hijab advertising campaign, 
whose signature slogan was, “If you have a body, you are an athlete.” 

Fatimah Hussein is another example of a hijab-wearing woman in the fashion industry. She 
designs sportswear for her label, Asiya, the first line of sports hijabs. During her upbringing as 
a young Somali Muslim woman in Minneapolis, Hussein felt discouraged from engaging in sports, 
and when she did get into a game, she was preoccupied with making sure her pin-fastened hijab 
did not fly open. After she began a career as a social worker, Hussein felt called to empower the 
next generation of Muslim women. “Everything we do is for Muslim women, by Muslim women,” 
Hussein says. “With more hijabi women in the spotlight, I believe young girls are feeling more 
confident in their decision to wear a hijab” (NN, 2018, p. 234). 

The toy manufacturer Mattel announced that Barbie will get her first hijab in 2018. The new 
doll is modelled after Olympic fencer Ibtihaj Muhammed, the first American to compete in the 
Olympics while wearing a hijab (Rio de Janeiro 2016). Sejal Shah Miller, Barbie’s vice-president of 
global marketing, noted in a statement that “Ibtihaj is an inspiration to countless girls who never 
saw themselves represented, and by honoring her story, we hope this doll reminds them that they 
can be and do anything” (Horowitz, 2017). 

Nonetheless, representing difference can be a double bind because companies are well aware 
that diversity is a commodity and the hijab is now being used as a prop to signify diversity. 
Journalist Aisha Gani states that presenting hijab wearing Muslim beauty influencers as “breakers 
of stereotypes” is both patronizing and boring. “In an attempt to normalize, it only serves to 
other,” she writes (2018, p. 14). 

What shall I wear for work? 
While Muslim celebrities are breaking new ground, other Muslim women are excluded from the labor 
market because they feel unable to accommodate a business dress code. Questions such as “Can I wear 
my hijab at work?” and “How will my co-workers react to a headscarf?” are common nowadays. 
Young Muslim women also make decisions regarding their education out of fear of discrimination, 
often surrendering their educational and career goals because of that fear (Ajala, 2017). This concern 
has serious implications for their future, and ultimately also for pluralist democracy. 

However, Sweden has not yet adapted bans on visible signs of religious affiliation in public. In 
2011, Iman Aldebe, a pioneer of Islamic fashion in Sweden and globally, particularly in the Gulf 
States, was commissioned to design a Swedish police uniform that included a hijab. Upon 
adoption of the hijab, the threats Muslim women police officers had previously received from 
nationalists and religious extremists decreased, and people began to accept the change and 
recognize the positive effects of their work (Blix, 2018, pp. 59–61; Ljung, 2017). Since then 
Aldebe has designed work apparel for Muslim women in several professions, including the 
Swedish army, fire department, social services, and pharmacies, all displayed at the Swedish 
Centre for Architecture and Design Norm Form exhibition in Stockholm in 2017. Like another 
Swedish fashion designer, Faduma Aden, Aldebe’s aim is to enable Muslim women who wear the 
hijab to appear in professional settings from which they previously had been excluded because de 
rigueur Western attire was unsuited to their needs. Both designers want to show that, given access 
to education and the job market, Muslim women are both valuable citizens and proud represen- 
tatives of their cultural background (Blix, 2018, pp. 59–61; Ljung, 2017). 

Uniforms are one thing, but women also want stylish clothes. Fashion-conscious Muslim women 
have resisted earlier terms, “modest dressing” and “Islamic fashion,” because of their unglamorous 
sound. As a result, a younger generation of fashion designers began to create clothing that is modest 
but has a high fashion factor, a trend now called modest fashion (Ajala, 2017;Lewis,2013, 2015). 
Modest fashion can be seen as an element of frame breaking and a search for a positive iconography 
for Muslim identities in the West, where negative assumptions are often made about the willingness or 
unwillingness of Muslims to be fully part of society (Ajala, 2017,p.1). 
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